
KS1 Art/DT related vocabulary Tier O (O for Ordinary) 

different, same, make, like, join, use, simple, object, other, 

people, castle, bridge, princess, bear, talking, drawing, idea, 

select, explain, explore, wheels, activities, choices, next, 

learning, sensible, times, patterns, seen, imagined, lines, cut, 

glue, trim, new, pictures, sort, shape, pencil, chalk, crayon, 

paint, musical instrument, moving, made 

 

KS1 Art/DT related vocabulary Tier S (S for Subject Specific) 

artwork, design, model, brief, templates, mock ups, tools, 

cutting, shaping, joining and finishing, levels, sliders, axles, 

components, recycled weaving, artistic, crafts people, 

techniques, mechanisms, carbon printing, relief, press and 

fabrics printing and rubbings, running and over stitch, apply 

decorations, African patterns, Matisse, collage, tones, charcoal, 

Vincent Van Gogh, ‘Starry Night’, mixed media, David Hockney, 

‘Leila and the secret rain’, ‘The Lighthouse-keeper’s Lunch’, 

‘Traction Man’, ‘Egyptian Death Masks’ 

 

KS1 Art/DT related vocabulary Tier T (T for transferable) 

Structures, materials, textiles, product, generate, based on, 

pleasing, explain, range, assess, equipment, perform, practical, 

crumpling, opinion, reason, remembered, folding, tearing, rigid, 

flexible, experiment, stronger, stiffer, stable, existing, 

construction, ingredients, cultures, fabrics, basic 

 



KS2 Art related vocabulary Tier O (O for Ordinary) 

explain, explore, sensible, patterns, imagined, musical instrument, 

artwork, design, model, tools, cutting, shaping, joining finishing, 

experiment, create, piece, great artists, describe, dislike, prefer, 

bamboo, cotton, wool, silk 

 

KS2 RE related vocabulary Tier S (S for Subject Specific) 

a range of effects, sketchbook, recording observations, printing blocks using 

relief, impress, cross stitch, Keith Haring, Andy Warhol, Pop Art, annotated 

sketches, pattern pieces, famous chefs, cultural celebration foods and 

dishes, outfit for Edward Tulane, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, 

prototypes, computer aided design, mechanical systems, pulleys, levers, 

switches, bulbs, buzzers, Bridget Riley, Monet, Chris Ofili, Andy Goldsworthy, 

Turner, Banksy, Dali, surrealism, marbling, silk-screen and cold water paste, 

sculpture, still life, Chihuly, bleeds, washes, scratching, firing, glazing, view-

finder, malleable, friable, slabs, coils, slips, stippling, pointillism, dip/ tie dye, 

batik, plaster of Paris, modroc, shading, Giacometti, Magritte, papier-mache. 

 
 

KS2 RE related vocabulary Tier T (T for transferable) 

compare, recreate, natural, manmade, add detail, architects and designers, 

animal shelter, research, innovative, functional, purpose, particular, 

communicate, annotate, design criteria, evaluate, consider, strengthen, 

stiffen, reinforce, complex, appealing, existing products, leaflet, 

archaeology, excavation, layers of rock,  computing, investigate, analyse, 

according to, peer- evaluation, electrical systems, incorporating, application 

of understanding, program, monitor, control, optical illusions, perspective, 

proportions, layers, textures, moulding, composition, scale, feedback, 

justify, preferences, intricate, modify, simplify, embellish, systematically , 

weaving, knitting, loom, embroidery, spinning,  

 


